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RESIDENCE HALLS 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AT SAN JOSE 
NINETEEN HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE, VOLUME II 
I 
People are what it's all about at San Jose State - people living, 
learning, and growing together, exploring new ways of life. For 
everyone it was a different experience as our lives crossed. and we 
shared an assorted series of laughter, tears, triumphs, disasters, 
work, and play. Of course, no one could completely capture the 
whole story, but here we have portrayed the important things, 
the basic things- the people themselves. So now we leave it to 
you, that your own memories may be kept alive by faces and 
places that were important in your life at San Jose State in the 
academic year 1972-73. 
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It's one for the butchwax, two for the malt shop, three grease 
your hair back and four to bebop! 
The kids got out their bobby socks, pleated skirts, rolled-up jeans, 
and school sweaters for a hop in the dining commons. The·guys 
got out the grease and the chicks got out the make-up which they 
all mixed at the malt shop. There, one could buy his pony-tailed 
date anything from a banana split with a cola, to a tuti fruti. Teen 
idol James Dean starred in a fantastic thriller "Rebel Without a 
Cause." 
Five contests were held to establish; 1) the best bopper, 2) the 
bubble gum champ, 3) "Mr. Trivia," 4) Teen Angel, and 5) Teen 
Queen. Back at the dance, Butch Wax and the Glass Packs were 
singing up such a storm as "Rock around the Clock" and "Tell 
Laura I Love Her." 
This year, Housing Director C9rdell Koland continued his policy 
of detatched dancing, with tHe aid of certain members of his 
staff. In other words, to quote a certain celebrity from a bygone 
era, "It was real cool, man.!" 
21 
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28 
Top: Mike Aiken, Head Resident 
Clockwise from left: Mike White, Ron Gougler, and 
Patricia Howard. 
29 
Row 1: Joanie Andre, Ron Tonini, and 
Claudia Rosenberg. 
Row 2: Charlotte Lutje, Stan Franks, 
and Vickie Gibson. 
Row 3: Eric Hall and Molly Boyne. 
30 
Row 1 : Karen Sharpe and April 
Reid. 
Row 2: Carol Chiavetta and Diane 
Shifrin. 
Row 3: Carolyn Bunker and Nancy 
Fox. 
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Row 1 : Jay Broderick and Anita 
Broach. 
Row 2: Joan Bashline, Peter Dave, 
and Peter O'Neill. 
Row 3: Larry Lorenzetti and Carol 
Oberhqltzer. 
Row 1: Phil Gugliotta, Kris Mil han and 
Eddie Wegele. 
Row 2: Glen Savage, Mike Aiken, and 
Joey Chandler. 
Row 3: Richard Allen and Rodger 
Seelert. 
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Row 1: Sandra Toussaint and Pam Scott, Clark Semple and 
Eddie Wegele. 
Row 2: Paul Thomassen and Chris Tucker, Chris Wanek and 
Kathy Tallyn. 
Row 3: Rodger Seelert and Gary Walker. 
Row 1: Carol Chiavetta and Julie Rekdahl, Ron Hunn and 
Earl Hogue. 
Row 2: John Simmons and Joanne Hampton, Jan Haushalter 
and Jay Broderick. 
Row 3 : Wellington Vee and Jim Fiebelkorn. 
"'im Schaller and Chris Tucker. 
Row 1: Chris Tucker and Jerri Bloom, Don Andrews and 
Karen Herman. 
Row 2: Andrea Demaree and Carolyn Bunker. 
At Right: Ann Dinsmore and Judi 
Yoshida. 
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Row 1: Terry Hopper and Larry Lorenzetti, Barbie Lincoln 
and Steve Morse. 
Row 2: Steve Shonk and Kamm Watson, Karen Herman and 
Jane Heilbronn. 
Row 3: Vicky Martinez and Manuel Mashado. 
Row 1: Lou Ann Beaudry and Cheryl Roberts, 
Vicki Gibson and Liz Egbert. 
Row 2: Mike Stevens and Maureen Gandara, 
Joe Smith and Tricia Adams. 
Row 3: Tricia Adams and Kathleen Mills, 
Sandy Carillo and Debbie Carvalho. 
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Row 1: In the Press Box: Don Andrews, Maureen Gandara, Mike Aiken and Steve Shonk. 
At Right: 
Row 1: Doug "Head Tweet' Thompson, E.D. 
Hawkes, Bill "The Goat'' Kingham, Steve "'The 
Fairhaired" Flanders, Steve "Vida.' Morgan, 
John "The Polack" Schbecki, and Ron "Milt" 
Gougler. 
Row 2: Stan "The Child" Lefton, Mike "The 
Bietz Basher" White, Steve "Black Stick" 
Shonk, Ira "Madman" Bietz, Jim "Cocky" Cox. 
41 
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left: Team Chuckie Pep Club. 
2: Peter Dave, Andy Meza, and Jeff Laufer, 
"1-h .. rlnn .. Lutje, Ann Dinsmore, and Ron Bruno. 
3: Pattie Howard, Jay Jordan, Mike White, 
Orr, and John Prieth, Cheryl Roberts, Bill 
Vicky Martinez,' Marq Lipton, Liz Egbert, 
Ann Beaudry, and Mike White. 
llo 
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Krebs during the "Football" speech (with 
1Udiencel. 
Row 2: Carla Kinnard, Moll ,~hompson, Ira Bietz and Steve Fla~de~:yne and Doug 
;::,._ 
• )~ow 3: Duane Hawkes, Lou Ann Beaudry, Ron Gougler, 
len Savage, Ira Bietz, and Dave "Bozo" Epps. 
44 
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Row 1: Marietta Gock, Joey Chandler and Danny Swinban7 
Joan Bashline and Janet Fasbender. 
Row 2: John Bailous, Jim Cox, Ned Zuparko and Napoleon 
Zuparko, Cindy Leong, John Bailous, and Glen Savage. 
Row 3: Jay Jordan, John Sczbecki and Joe McMorrow. 
.Row 1: Kurt Moffat and Tom Friebel 
Row 2: Maureen Gandara, Steve Shonk, Duane Streets and Jay 
Poushey. 
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Row 1 : Clark Semple, Kathy Jones, Barbie Lincoln, Doug Thompson, Steve Morse, 
Duane Hawkes and Dick Jordan. Ann Dinsmore, Molly Boyne, Kathleen Mills, and 
Becky Riemer. 
Row 2: Terry Hopper and Duane Streets. 
Row 3: Donn Neher, Cheryl Roberts, Charlie Gregory. Kris Milhan, Gary Boyer. 
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Top: The Genetic Mutations; Marq Lipton, Steve 
Shonk, and Becky Riemer. 
Bottom: The 1st Floor hocky team after a typical 
match with the 3rd Floor. Top Row: Mike "Puck" 
Cox, Jim ""The Child" Lefton, Stan "The Butcher" 
Morgan. Bottom Row: Steve "P.E." Bruno, Ron 
"Bozo" Epps, Dave "G.W." White. 
d. 
a. Resident Advisers, Nancy Baker and Sue 
Hollingshead 
b. left to right: IVIarilyn Stam, Mary Brewer, 
Dan ltuarte 
c. left to right: Dan Wolterding, Eddie Abalateo, 
Ruth Pon 
d. Laurie Breitmayer 
e. Jim Thorne, Tony Garcia 
Transcending the mortal bounds of communal existence 
Markham means experiences. Lifestyle, even thought, 
vary from the mundane muddled masses elsewhere. 
Whether admitting to Squid-hood or no, a Markham 
Haller cannot successfully deny his heritage - Markham 
js more than a hall: it's an essence! A cosmic reality. 
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a. 
a. Don Meyer, Tony Garcia, Brian McGiennon, Ralph Jeffery 
and Larry Caccato 
b. Gaby Daniels 
c. Randy Robinson, Robert della Rosa, Judy Elder, Nancy 
Baker and Elbert Tsu 
d . Tom Curtin, Laurie Shaeffer, Joe Foronda 
e. Tim Wyatt 
d . 
b. 
c. 
e. 
su 
b. 
a. 
a. Leroy Barnette and Pat Turatine 
b. Ralph Jeffery 
c. Linda Messner, Dan Wolterding, and guest 
d. Ed stricker 
e. Celeste Brown, Carol Motte and card-playing friends 
c. 
d. 
e. 
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a. 
c. 
f. 
a. Russ Brown 
b. Chris Brown, Jim Hurley 
c. Ralph Jeffery, Jim Edlund, 
Don Meyer, Tony Garcia, 
Brian McGiennon, Larry 
Caccato, Dave McNair 
d. Elbert Tsu 
e. Jim Keigwin 
f. Andy Ludlum 
g. Joan Sobol and jim Hurly 
d. 
g. 
b. 
e. 
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a. 
a. Roger Pura 
b. Golden Gate Park trip participants 
c. Terry Day and Leon Davis 
d. Steve Tsai 
e. Mark Murray, Margo Mah Wong, Gary Worthen 
e. 
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a. 
b. 
e_ .......... o 
d. 
55 
a. Randy Robinson and Joe Foronda 
b. Chris Brown and Vickie Halwer 
c. Peter Folkens, Bruce Harteneck 
d. From middle: Pat Turatine, Gayle Dunn, 
Celeste Brown 
e. Laurie Breitmayer 
, 
c. 
e. 
b. 
a. 
a. Danny Gilmore 
b. Chris Brown and Cindy Kochman c. 
c. Carol di Mundo 
d. Pam Beach 
e. Tony Garcia 
d. 
56 
a. 
d. 
c. 
57 
a. Dave McNair and Sue 
Hollingshead 
b. 
b. Joe Foronda, Judy Elder, 
and Randy Robinson 
c. Bobbie McGee 
d. Joan Sobol and Jana Miner 
e. Jim Edlund, Dave Adams, 
Strawberry Milinkevich 
f. Joanne Nakanishi 
f. 
a. 
a. Patty Goldman and Dan 
Wolterding 
b. Ron Deller and Waiter 
c. Sandy Schonzeit . b . 
d. Pam Emboden, Ron Deller 
and Mike Miller 
e. Barb Lincoln e. 
c. 
58 
a. 
c. 
e. 
d. 
59 
b. 
a. Bobbie McGee 
b. Formal lounge candlelight dinner, 
cooked by chief chefs, Bobbie McGee 
and Barb Lincoln 
c. Elbert Tsu 
d. Joe Foronda 
e. Allen Hall Waiter amd ~lly Crockett 
f. Terry Youmans 
f. 
Moulder Hall, named in honor of Andrew J. Moulder (1827-1895), is truly 
a home away from home. People say of other dorms, "It's a nice place to 
visit, but ... ;" not so with Moulder. Most of the residents feel as much at 
home here as they would at home with their own families. The atmosphere 
here at Moulder is one of relaxation and togetherness. The people are 
friendly and there is always someone to talk to when you need help or just 
an informal bull session. The friends made at Moulder Hall are not those 
easily forgotten. They are friends who you'll go out of your way to visit 
even after everyone has moved out and away. 
The activities here are varied and enjoyable. We have at least one or two a 
month, usually more. They range from parties to dances to weekend trips 
to the beach, the mountains, and points in between. 
Moulder Hall consists of 91 men and 78 women, all of whom are kept 
pretty much under control by Ms Wiliams, the head resident. Despite the 
fact that she has been head resident for three years now, she has kept her 
sanity, and what's more, her friendliness and helpfulness are still as strong 
as ever. The rest of the staff reflects her warmth with their friendliness and 
prompt assistance to any problem, from a major catastrophe to a 
locked-out resident. 
Moulder Hall can best be summed up in the words of one new resident, 
"Even if it's cloudy outside, the sun is always shining in Moulder Hall." 
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TOP: Kathy Cangello 
MIDDLE: Ed Brown, Dennis Richardson 
BOTTOM: Ed Peterson, Bob Gaiser 
TOP: Standing- Chuck Parker, Mrs. Williams, 
Mark Keelty, Nick Soffiotto. Seated- lani 
Hoffman, Brian Isham, Jan Stone, Joe 
Shumard, David Papineau, Julie Solomon 
MIDDLE: Mrs. Williams 
BOTTOM: Jill Markell 
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63 
TOP: Tina Mikkelsson, Denise Hoff, Debbie Rumer, 
Sandy Kunimoto, Jane Wright 
CENTER LEFT: Debbie Rumer, Jan Dancey, Mary 
Tate 
CENTER RIGHT: Mary !ate 
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64 
TOP: Brian Isham, Jan Stone, Mrs. 
Williams, Joel Amkraut, Ed Brown, 
Mark Keelty 
CENTER LEFT: Mike Croonquist, Jim 
Tallent 
CENTER RIGHT: Nancy Herfel 
BOTTOM: Carole Barry 
65 
TOP: Tom Hirahara, Bruce Larson 
CENTER: Stan Acres 
BOTTOM LEFT: Bert DeJong 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Pat Titus, Joan Kelly 
66 
TOP: Paul Rankin, Mary Tate, Mike Moore 
CENTER: Mike Croonquist, Jane Wright, Chuck 
Parker, Paul Rankin, Vivian Younger, Joe 
Shumard, Claudia Nally, Jim Tallent 
BOTTOM LEFT: Kathy Carew, Maria Pizanis, Paul 
Paul Rankin, Chuck Parker, Vivian Vaunter, 
Holly Smith, Mike Croonquist, Elaine Burton, 
Sandy Ferrero 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Joe Shumard 
T TOP: Frank Sanchez 
CENTER LEFT: Sue Daniels 
CENTER RIGHT: Rich Spence 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Mike Croonquast 
67 
.. 
TOP LEFT: Mary Tate, Paul Rankin, Brian Isham, 
Ed Peterson, George Thomas 
TOP RIGHT: Brad leathers 
CENTER: Sherry Kleinsmith, George Thomas 
BOTTOM LEFT: Jan Small, Vivian Younger, 
Mike Croonquist, Claudia Allen, Elaine Burton 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Jan Small 
68 
69 
TOP LEFT: B-J Reis, Jackie Brown, 
Joan Kelly 
TOP RIGHT: John Stewart, Kathey ; 
Warren, Jane Wright, Ed Brown 
CENTER LEFT: Joan Kelly, Holly 
Beatie[ 
BOTTOM LEFT: Paul Besse 
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"How would you describe Hoover Hall?" This was the question that 
was asked of several residents. Beyond the fact that Hoover Hall is 
conveniently located and food is prepared for them there seems to 
be a defil'lite split in the attitudes about Hoover Hall . 
"The building itself is O.K., but the style of living reminds me of a 
zoo," stated one discontented resident. After a-day of going to 
classes, having meals at the same time, the day ends for some 
residents by retreating back to their sterile environment and locking 
the door. If Vou are outside the ruling click of Hoover Hall, life can 
be very lonely and not exactly what one would expect to be very 
stimulating. 
On the other hand Hoover Hall is, "Active. They go out and find 
70 
Head Resident 
Stephen Takakuwa 
things to do, that have brought various small groups together to 
form the undying and daring spirit of the Hoover Hall folk." These 
activities have included Casino Night, the Fifties Dance and the rec 
room tournaments. Even so they would like to see more people get 
involved. 
Despite these factions of Hoover Hall residents it is agreed that in 
comparison to other dorms, Hoover Hall is a "friendly place". The 
main reason for this is Steve, our head resident. He is "always 
willing to lend a helping hand and manages to let everyone in the 
dorm have as much freedom in their individual lives as possible." 
Steve is the single person that has kept Hoover Hall somewhat 
united. 
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I am sure that we will all look 
back on our year at Royce Hall 
with fond but not necessarily 
sober memories. There were the 
activities of the "Royce Row-
dies" that served to pro111ote the 
mental health of the dorm as a 
whole (???). Then there was our 
football team that almost com-
piled a perfect season of losing. 
In addition, there were of course 
our dorm dances and barbeques. 
On a more serious note it is our 
hope that dorm living has been a 
pleasurable and rewarding exper-
ience that has promoted the 
making of new and lasting 
friendships. 
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Erna Watson, 1st R.A. 
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d. 
c. 
a. Helen Win 
b. Mike Darck 
c. Jody Gates 
d. Barbara Steffeck, Nora Ho, Betty Wong 
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a. Colleen Buffe 
Sue Tremaine 
b. John Bellete 
c. Claudia Wallace, 
Sarkez Raynamabad 
d. Sharon Strand, 
Becky Jiminez 
b. 
a. Iran Domolog 
b. Meg Fine 
c. Barbara Steffeck & "Rapists" 
d. Regina Fox 
a. 
89 
b. 
a. 
a. Greg Chisalm, Jim Patrick, Freddy Blystone, Jackie Simon 
b. Craig Seamas 
c. Nancy Fossan 
d. Ralph Flores, Jack brown, Danny Wong 
d. 
on 
a. 
a. Gerry Stafford, Nancy Galbrath, Keith Valdez, Duncan Wilson, 
Nanette Scott, Chris Henry 
b. Duncan Wilson 
c. Jim Chandler, Mohammed Barghouti, Mike Lemester, Cynthia 
Johnson, Bill Brooks 
d. Allen Lee, Tom Seagren 
91 
b. 
d. 
c. 
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96 
a. 
c. 
97 . 
b. 
a. Paul Naber, Robin Taylor, Ron Drotman 
b. Robert Scialanga (left) 
c. Barbara Steffeck, Bill Brooks 
d. Nancy Fossan, Nanette Scott, Paul Naber, Robin Taylor, Ron 
Drotman, plus a good deal of other Royce Rowdies inter-
sperced in the background. 
d . . 
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pJBM a11e~s 
If there is one thing in life 
that I hate, it is hokey write-
ups about dorms (or colleges, 
or worst of all, the army). 
But, if you want it to be, a 
dorm can be more than a big 
boarding house. Washburn 
has been for me. It's been 
new friends and foreign ideas, 
some from around the world, 
and some from only as far as 
Compton. It's been a lot of 
learning about myself, and for 
me, a new beginning. But 
mainly, it's been fun. I don't 
know about you, but I'm 
coming back next year. (And 
the cooking isn't that bad!) 
Some people to remember (if 
you run out of things to do): 
Whacker, Pooper, Boozit, 
Chris Me (twice). Mom (and 
Dad?). TALL Jeri, Dave "Plas-
ter Caster" Tracewell, Chef 
Delbert, Jet Jockey, Jo (the 
morning sunshine girl). Jan-
dandheidi, Tuna, Mark and 
Isaac (and the rest of the Com-
pton Kids), Caitlin "are you 
still playing pool" Campbell, 
(may all your doorways be 
seven feet tall), the desk crew, 
Officer Terrence "Up against 
the wall" Bishop, Little Lin 
(comes equipped with Dan), 
Big Lynn and Ta-ta, Danille 
"who's the foxy new chick" 
Seitz, and of course, will any-
one ever forget Russel? · 
Anybody got a Flako? 
T. Perrin 
Paula Newsome 
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a. 
b. 
c 
a. Norm Collins, Miguel Rivera, Carlos Gonzales, Tom Convery, AI Chavez, Kevin Brock, 
Barbara Frank 
b. Cindy Moore 
c. Jerry Langdon, Reza Novbaktain, Martha-Dawn Pember. Jerry Dyer 
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a. 
·b. 
a. Nancy Fairchild, Derek Smith, Mike Rutten, 
Kevin Brock, Eric Harris 
b. Mike Stevens, Dave Hamilton, Wendy Haworth 
c. Robert Kreiger, Sue Tinker 
d. Allison Copeland, Shirley Tomkins, Lynn Miner 
c. 
d. 
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a. Larry Burt 
b. Hedi Russel (center) -
c. Demetrius Lim, Kim McKillip, Mark 
Whitefield, Jan Peterson, Paula Noe 
d. Daniel Toy 
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a. 
c. 
a. Jackie Chinn, Florence Carlos 
b. Jeff Spiegelman 
c. Mary Green, Barbara Choy 
d. Randy Street, Dan Johnson, Jessica 
Riechman, Mark Farley 
b. 
r 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
e. 
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a. Christmas 
b. Dave Tracewell (Santa) and Laura Shaw 
c. · Laurie Scaicqua 
d. Sheryl Peterson, Robert Freeman 
e. Sheryl Peterson, Scott McNeil, Jackie Chinn, 
Steve Jones 
d. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
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a. Steve Van Elswyk, Chris McGoey, Mike Ward 
b. Paula Gilland 
c. Val Schlem, Pat Moore, Mary Collins, Donna 
McCusker, Shirley Tomkins, Jerry Pooth 
d . Ken Simpson, Jack Gamulin, Derek Smith, 
Mike Fair, Ron Fair 
d. 
a. 
b. 
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a. Pat Moore, Ed Keotitz, Shirley Tompkins, Jerry Langdon, 
Robert Freeman, Ivan Hong, Pete Kohen, Steve Jones 
b. Donna McCusker, Marilyn Kapferer 
c. Tim Perrin, Cathy Busalacci, Save Hamilton, Nick Notle 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
a. Steve Feinstein 
b. Sophie Close, Eric Harris 
c. Sheryl Peterson 
d. Teresa Meyer, Trish Nunes, Steve Ward, Chris McGoey 
e. Cindy Norman 
d. 
e. 
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a. 
a. Caitlin Campbell, Tom Beach 
b. Miguel Rivera, Carlos Perez, Chris McCabe, 
Terry Bishop 
c. Tom Convery, Caitlin Campbell, Ivan Hong 
d. Dan Johnson, Cathy Busalacci, Brent 
c 
Shimozone, Joann Cullem 
e. Mary Collins 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
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a. 
c. 
b. 
a. Tom Duden, Shirley Tompkins, Jerry Langdon, Steve Jones, Steve Lampkin, Betsy 
Steward, Jean Keyes 
b. Chris McGoey, Debbie Benton 
c. Audie Grunfield, Debbie Keller, Lynn Miner, Parry Yukawa, Barbara Frank, Warren Lo 
1 13 
a. 
b. 
c. 
e. 
f . 
a. World series fans 
b. Phil Godwin, Caitlin Campbell, Tom Beach 
c. Mike Rutten 
d. Marsha Lott, Bob Dottery 
ct. e. Mark Hegedus 
f. Gr3g Harwich 
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a. 
' c. 
a. Ken Simpson, Novela Flanoy, Verneta Olive, Mary Smith 
b. Ling Pon 
c. Trish Nunes 
d. David Louie 
e. Sue Lopez 
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a. 
c. 
c. Val Schlom 
d, Tony Guerrero, Tim Perrin, Frank Tortorice, Ron Hart, Dan Tanner 
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b. 
a. Robert Kreiger, Robert Charles, Ed Keotitz, 
Ron King 
b. Maybel Ng, Sue Wintroth, Diane Crow 
d. 
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Fall 1972, Spring 1973 ... short and sweet, but encompassing so much. September brought 
over half a dorm of new people and new blood to West Hall. Some old dormies 
remained ... passing on traditions established over the passing years: water-fights, R.F.'s, 
wine-tasting, sneaking in the occasional keg and parties and parties. 
West Hall represented a micro-community of people thrown together with one common goal 
-- education . The diverse personalities and interests gathered under one roof drew the 
traditional definition of education into a new area for many West Hall residents, that of 
learning about people by living with them . You couldn't really help but learn about the 
people you lived with because of the close quarters. Hopefully, dorm living brought with it 
an awareness, a realization, that in an allegedly "faceless" society, people were still human 
beings and that you weren't the only goof-off in the world. 
Fall 1972 was the time of the youth vote for the presidential elections ... "Whoopee! Youth is 
voting! 'And a little child shall lead them!' Whoever said that didn 't know nothing!!-- Archie 
Bunker. The dorm politicos rapped and worked a~d Nixon got what McGovern blew. 
The International floor celebrated Oktoberfest, proving that the young generation can also 
boogie with a polka. 
House IV pulled crowds from on and off-campus with their Haunted House: a delightful 
excursion into the passive realm of bloodied stumps, hanging beings, chatty corpses 
accompanied with a pleasant stroll a Ia hands and knees through beautifully enclosed 
surroundings. 
A dire search for dominant personalities took place on 10 floor -- a philanthropic measure to 
award credit where credit was due through the auspices of an awards banquet. 
Christmas time brought out Secret Angels and Secret Santas, not to mention some secret 
recipes of eggnog. It's just too bad that there were no secret remedies for the consequences 
of those secret recipes. 
We had a cultural exchange with the Orient and England : the Hong Kong and the London 
Flu . Participation was not on a voluntary basis. 
Powder-puff football brought out the frivolous females of 4. They had a winsome style, to 
say the least, but style don't give you the points. 
Can you imagine what Dr. Freud would have to say about the 7th floor's addiction to mud 
football? 
House I sponsored a progressive dinner for their people, after which a few people got 
progressively bombed. 
All the West Hall "boss groovies" got "with it" and bopped at the 50's rock shop. Teen Angel 
was a gas, Butch Whacks rocked out.. .cracker jacks, colas and ice cream sodas helped to 
relax .. . it was the living end ... 
Casino Night brought out the best (winning) and the worst (losing) for everyone. The r iffle 
of cards and rattle of dice could scarcely be heard because of the dull roar of activity, the 
anguished groans and cries of big losses, and the delighted screams and chatter of 
appreciative winners, not to mention a brief shoot-out. 
Oganookie gave us all some foot-stompin', knee-slappin' and jest plain ole good times. The 
country bumpkins of the dorm hollered hog-calls and banged their crocks ... and Oganookie 
returned. 
Another year's gone and a year more of experiences gained. The staff of West Hall wish you 
the best for the rest of life. 
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TOWER? ~ 
Head Resident: Mrs. Mary Sheldon 
Assistant Head Resident: Mr. Bruce Rosenhart 
C.H .A.R.L.I.E. 
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Right-- Wende Stadlemeyer, Adrian Verduzco, Peter Lewis, Karl 
(Okie) Okamoto, Sid Roberts, Dennis Oeding, Steve ( Krumpet) 
Kron 
Below~ Jay Turner, Rod Kadota, Dave Ridgway, Gene (Gene' o) Sakalay 
Steve Preston, Phil Prince, Adrian (Adie) Verduzco 
Above-- Karen Hill, Janet Delong, Shari Friedman, Ada Sum, Dennis 
Oeding 
Right·· Paul Uhrich, Tom Hofsommer, Gary Sain, Kevin Hall, Karl 
Okamoto (Okie), Nancv Barlas, Sid Roberts, Ray Hafalia. 
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Right: Willard Bowman II, Ada Sum 
Below: Bill Coleman 
Old friends, new friends, bunk beds, bicycles, 
card games, beer mugs, late night munchies, and 
early morning midterms. Together times and 
lonely times, a time of independence and a 
feeling of security. 
A family, a commune, an unforgettable 
experience. 
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Above: Bob Hansen, R.A. 
Left: Janice Johnson, Linda Donner 
Above-- Shari Friedman, Debbie Mueller, Melynne Gargano, Janet (Tillie) Delong 
Below -- Phil Schloss 
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Above -- Nancy Barlas 
Below -- Sid Roberts, Phil Schloss, Shari 
Friedman 
Left -- Janet Skellenger 
Below-- Adrian (Adie) Verduzco, Karen hill 
Below-- Ray Hafalia, Charlotte Saylors 
Right-- Dennis Oeding, Adrian Verduzco, Peter Lewis 
Left -- Rod Kadota 
Right-- Lynn Taka-
hashi, Karen Fair-
hurst, Nancy 
Takagaki 
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Left-- Paul Uhrich, Jackie Hughes, Ed Chiang, Jerry King 
Above-- Charlotte, Bill "Stormy" Thornhill, Ada Sum, Jim Collins, Cheryl Blankenbiller, 
Jim Sigafoose, Nancy Takagaki, Phil Schloss, Rod Kadota, Carol Christofferson, Ray 
Hafalia. 
Above -- Gail Cutino 
Below-- Dave Ridgway, Joni McNamee, 
Bill Baker 
Above-- Donna Linzey, Gary Sain, Gloria Grotjan, Linda Joe, Fred Doubleday 
Below -- Gene Salkay and Phil Prince 
Right-- Rom Neal and Kathy 
Below -- Jane 
Above -- Pam Rorschach, Charlotte Saylors, Nancy Barlas 
Right -- Sandra 
Above-- Ed Chang, Karl "Smoke" Okamoto, Adrian "Adie" Verduzco, 
Sid Roberts, Ray Hafalia 
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57 PeopLe. 
57 Different t.ivas, • 
Mee.tinq" touching ~carinq 
laugh~" d1scuscsicns,.tran~\t\ons'. 
A time toy qyowinq. 
A ~ear to rera.et"Qber • ..P 
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4th floor 
R. A. Joni McNamee 
-=-~l-
--
Top Row: A Visitor, Kathy Newell, Diane Mangrum, Tom 
Neal. Bottom Row: Treace Nielsen, Hilary Shankin, LaDonna 
Yumori, Janice Turner, Janie Camby 
Marcie LaShells, Heidi Shenefield, Linda Farrell 
Tb.i~ car wa<;; 
ayiven on'L.<tj on 
.
\.·. • c.o 'Ouunda'js by a 1.ill\e. 
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Tom Paul 
Janie Camby 
Roger Ross, Jorge Gonzales, Jim Heidel man 
John MacKay 
Marcie Lashells 
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Alan Lukoff 
RanAdl 
Viv Perano 
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Rich Avol, Janice Turner 
Marilla Miram 
Diana Young, Bonnie Wong 
Gregg Giusiana 
Tom Jones 
Stewart Ng 
Jon Ohnoki 
Debbie LaCoste 
Sue Brannian, Hilary Shank in 
Mary Patternain 
T eera Sooksrikasem 
Chariie Kennedy, Treace Nielsen 
Gary Brooks, Adina Morales, Marilyn Muscatel 
Sally Kosut, LaDonna Yumori 
SEc.AEi SAN1A5 
.... . 
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LIVE IN PERFECT 
HARMONY 
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Willard Bowman II 
Diane Mangrum 
Rich Marienthal 
Grover Prowell 
Kathy Whitaker, Lynn Durfee, Carol Shobert 
Jeff Mapes and Marilyn Monroe 
Cary Jones 
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'RussJ~ 'f7 Floor Mascot "Fang" 
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Jim Hopkins, Sonny Gendron 
Russ, Bob Milam, Ed Vallejo 
5th FLOOR 
JOE WEST HALL, FIFTH FLOOR, such as it is: 
This estemmed floor has been described by one young lady as a beaver colony -
one dam thing after another. The girls complain about the boys and the boys, 
naturally enough, just sorta sit there and gripe. 
We all love the food, we just have trouble trying to keep it from running around 
the plate. 
Our floor is comprised of many vari~lents, from great baseball players, 
outstanding skiers, and on down to· !f;e most proficient thumb·suckers and 
proboscis-pickers ever. 
We even love Firbert, that famed turtle who flew from a waffle to the plants 
below, and survived. 
(No, we're not insecure, we just don't study much!) 
Alicia Eyherabide, RA 
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Tom Eng Resident Advisor 
Beanne Venturi, Bill McClung, Steve Mariani, Matt Littrell Leitha Stack 
Joe Cool? 
to L1 AR £ NOW 
ENTERING 
fEY TON 
!OP 
57 FLACE t~F ,.,.,. 
Carl Ricker, Chris Bacon, Don Huey 
Tish Marchant, Frada Lansky, Ann Young 
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Lynda Sanderson, Kathy Krokus . 
Carla Mannisto 
Rick Dowrick 1 
BobAiim John Noone 
Kathleen Anderson 
Bonnie Chung 
Tom Craig, Roseanne Hudspeth 
a. 
c. 
b. 
a. Pat McGavren 
b. Rollo Toste, "Gordo" Gordon 
c. Rick Marks, Roving RA. 
d. Lynette Cravens, Sarah Taylor 
d. 
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Gary Petlow, Sue Tom Ron DeMattio Carolyn Thompson 
Bill Clarkson, Kathy Shriver 
Mike Genette, Holly Cunningham, Rex Hammon 
.Bob Klyce Kristi Peters, Wendy Sparks Randy Holst 
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Dave Ross 
Craig Shipley 
Left: Arlene Jue, Diane 
Vallier, Rich McNinch, 
Sue Struska, Elonda 
Reich, Rich Bingle 
San Engel, Sue Struska 
Left: Resa Richardson 
Right: Jim Brigleb 
Rosemary Godfrey 
Sarah Janigan, Randy 
Beetle 
8th FLOOR 
8th floor can only be described with one word - Unique! An international 
floor with no foreign students, a conglommeration of people of many ages 
and interests forming a community in which to live and share. The original 
concept of the 8th floor wa~ that of varied individuals who would share 
cultures and ideas, ultimately creating understanding and a feeling of unity. 
Activities were organized for that purpose and included: Mexican 
Independence Day, Octoberfest at Germania, camping at Big Basin, 
Thanksgiving Dinner, Italian night, Nordic skating, Christmas festivities, 
Pumpkin carolling and Halloween party, Israeli and Balkan folk-dancing, coed 
football, jogging, snow trip, floor and house parties and separate group 
functions. Although 8th floor did not necessarily conform to the original 
concept of an lnterational floor, in the words of one floor member, "We may 
not be international, but we sure try together." 
John Fontes 
Rich Bingle 
Wendy "Mom" Walters-R.A. 
Steve Pardini, Laurie Gratton, Bill Anastas, Ginuy Haynes, John Stinson 
Cathy Sheldon 
Randy Easthouse 
Alan Cohn 
Loni Wong 
Greg Won, Art Terrell, Terri Priolo 
Melba Taylor 
Kathy Shriver 
Tom Tasker, Marco Luna 
Marco Luna 
Margaret Lum, Sue Hamilton, Sandra Crown 
Cathy LaBeaux 
Below: Ginny Haynes, Gary Norem, Laurie Gratton 
-----
Karl Miller, Phil Godwin 
Corbin Junker 
Left: Libby Laird, Elonda Reich 
Below: Sheldon Reber 
Claire Parker 
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Gail Wesson, Cindy Boltz 
Craig Shipley, Mike Vorhees 
Carlos Cernuda 
Ray Yates 
Judy Dinwiddie, Wayne Stilwell 
Wendy and Raymond C. Swain 
Terri Priolo and Joe O'Sullivan 
Portia Trapps, Rich McNinch 
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Jean Mueller; Grace Keh 
John Vau 
Ron Ito; Tony Metaxas 
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Jan Mitchell, Kathy Uyematsu, Jim Leslie 
The people on ninth 
are quite a group 
Included are skiers, 
skaters, card players 
and those who parachute. 
There are merry ones, 
and quiet ones to be seen. 
Those who talk, 
those who dream. 
But though we differ 
one and all. 
I'm sure we'll all remember 
9th Floor, West Hall. 
John Yau 
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Kelley Wilson 
Alta Smith 
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Mike Rooney 
Jennie Vee 
Kathy Uyea 
Jennie Vee 
Kathy Uyematsu 
Jim Leslie 
Ed Fink 
Jean Mueller 
Sandy Poretti 
Dan Sut, Elena Noriega, Steve 
Zweigle, Ed Fink 
10th FLOOR 
People meeting people talking to people R.F.ing people. Living with, laughing 
with, eating with people. Mud Football, floor awards banquet, floor func-
tions, picnics, and "things that go bump in the night." 
Bob Baclig, Brent Waydelich, Mike Moore, Rene Trevino, Eric Gray. 
Brent Wydelich, Kathy Beilby, Manny Mariota 
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R. A. Mimi Cahalan 
Kerry Thompson, Manuel Mariota. 
Ken Yeager 
Dennis Gibson 
George Masters 
Vicki Carbone, Steve Herrick, Mark Madden 
Bog Bacftq, Vicki Carbone, Gary Chin Rene Trevino, and Mimi in the mud 
1 £ c 
Steve Irvin 
Jeff Bruner, Eric Gray. Below: Bonnie Williams, Wendy Wessels 
Melin da Waite, Greg Angeli 
Rochelle Gentry and friend 
Don Hunt, Debbie Apell, Carolyn Thompson. Below: Caro 
Cavenah, Joan Lochner 
Gary Lewis 
Dan Turner 
Jo Anne Rhodes and friend 
Kathy Cervelli. Dave Ridgeway 
Carol Langford, Juanita Lewis, Steve Klein, Denise Swett, Wendy "Palmer, AI Groebli 
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Steve Herrick 
89l 
Bill Barnett 
Donnie Lee, Barbara Cheshier, Malinda Waite, Donald Wong, Don. Hunt Sue Gerrnolus 
Joan Baldwin 
Brad Barnett 
Steve Irvin, Mary Jehle, August Steurer 
The great Dennis King 
iomeone once referred to the 11th floor as the basement of 
the 12th floor penthouse. This "basement" has been many 
things to its residents this past year. ---Spooky graveyard 
complete with screeching corpses. The incredible Chamber 
of Horrors and a notorious maze. ---A battleground for 
water fights. ---A party place. ---Occasionally a serene study 
;' area. ---A garage for a Ford, but a fishbowl for a Praun? 
---An avalanche of papers, strings, balloons, and vaseline 
during an occasional R.F. But always and most important 
of all, the 11th floor has been a place to make friends and a 
home-:::·;;ay-from-home for all of us. 
Bob Praun, fearless leader 
Tom Pickett, Lee Burton, Ker_i Lacklinkner, Dolores 
Dickenson Lori Katz and Heidi ------·-·--
Photography and layout 
by Jim Bauman and 
faithful assistant 
Margy Bailey. 
Artwork by Jim Norris 
(not shown) 
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Gary Johnson and Dade -~ar_~eJ 
Ci~dy_Starr 
Susan Geimar 
Carol Putnam 
Margaret Lenarcic 
Jacque Pedersen 
Donna Thatcher (I) and 
Margy Bailey (r), have 
different reactions to dining 
commons food. 
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Cheryl D'Andrea 
Nancy Signori no 
Gary Klementovich and Herb Fuller bagging paper. 
Jim Bauman, Gary Klementovich, 
Billy Jang, Dan Wolfe, Lee Burton. 
Bob Praun 
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Watching the practice_f~ _th_e_50'~_dance. 
Linda Beliveau and Jodi Kolhede 
Wli§!Eii§M 
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Margy, Nancy and Linda 
Donna Thatch• end Joan Helmer 
Boand Dan 
Keri and Lee 
Niki Garrison 
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How about that Penthouse 
Ain't it the tops? 
Up on the 12th floor 
Where the fun never stops. 
Up to the water fights 
Up to the view 
Up to the shaving cream 
Smeared through and through. 
Look at that Penthouse 
With the newspaper floor 
And the purple spy peepholes 
On everyone's door. 
That high up there Penthouse 
Bee-boppers delight 
With the Haunted House creatures 
Spreading Halloween fright. 
Then the night before Christmas 
, When all through the house, 
Were visions of Herb Schroeders 
And the world getting soused. 
Stringing the popcorn 
Singing holiday glee 
Secret Santas hiding 
Round the 18 foot tree. 
:!len lltou{) e 
' • 
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Up at that Penthouse 
There are no studies. ,_ 
Just impromptu dress up dinners 
And watching soaps in our cruddies. 
How about the Family 
And singing Beatles to a racket? ' 
Kegs in the suite tubs 
Man, what a cr~ck-up. 
Stuffing our faces 
Over dinner each night 
Then groaning together 
How nothing tastes right. · 
Treks to MacDonalds 
For a midnight munchie or two 
Picnics on weekends 
And sharing the blues. 
Laughing togetber and 
Shedding some tears 
i How can we forget them, 
The best of our years? 
. How about that Penthouse i 
! What's it al! abQuti_ 
Waiting for the elevator 
To get the hell outT 
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Bear, Dave Welch, Tony Fraser 
Billy Jang 
Laurie Halseth, Pat Ricker 
Lynda Duncan, Bear, Martha Anderson, Shery Vaughn 
Martin Vinyard, Jeff Taplin, Bob Enger 
Pam Bice 
. Wendy. Hilton, Barbara Mclaren, John Curtis, Shery Vaughn Margaret Lenarcic, Pam Bice, Denise Kepple, Carol Putnam 
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Bud Mousa, Bojana 
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Gayle Ayraud, Mike Whipple, Dave Welch, Lee Nordling ' 
Nancy Signorino, Donna Thatcher, Bud Mo1,1sa, Tony Fraser, 
Billy .lang, Bojana, Debbie Allenson, Scott Ca -'--- - ·•· · · 
Bob Enger 
Bojana, Bob 
Anne Moore, Siegfried Kutin , 
Linda Dianda, Ginny Darlington 
Lee Nordling, Donna Thatcher , 
Eleanor Edwards, Terrv Farreil. Barbara Washam, 
son, Kim Mangim 
Kim Mangini 
Bob Praun, Barry Alhadeff 
Barb,._ra Mclaren, Barrv Alhadeff 
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Bill Allison 
Adrienne Robinson 
-~-·-
Marcia -Mulford 
Cordell Koland, Housing Director. Pat 
Helmke, Assistant Housing Director, Bill 
Allison, Auxiliary Manager 
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FINE PIPES 
& TOBACCOS 
Expert Pipe Repair! 
· •The Tinder Box custom tobacco blends 
· ··• • Complete line of imported and domestic 
· pipes and tobaccos 
• Scientifically humidified cigars 
• Unique gifts and smokers' accessories 
from the four corners of the world 
The Tinder Box 
EASTRIDGE SHOPPING CENTER 
122 Eastridge Center 
(Lower level at Liberty House Entrance) 
San Jose, CA 95122 
238-0731 
This year's People Book has tried to depict in pictures what 
this past year in the dorm was like. The book was put together 
by the dorm students and its contents were what the staff 
believed to be representitive of the Residence Halls. 
The staff would like to thank the Head Reside;;ts and 
Resident Advisors for their help. 
Thanks should also go to Dennis King for without his help 
this book would not have been possible. Mr. President made 
sure that all points were covered and all possible views 
explored. Finally, thanks should also go to Bob Dottery in 
helping the editor stay up all night as well as helping him 
from getting an ulcer right before deadlines. 
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SOME PEOPLE THAT HELPED ... 
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ALLEN: Clark Semple, Judi Yoshida, Doug Thompson, 
Lou Ann Beaudry, Molly Boyne, Steve Morgan, Steve 
Shonk, Becky Riener, .',Jarc Lipton. 
MARKHAM: Carol DiMundo 
MOULDER: Ed Brown, Ed Vallejo 
WASHBURN: Bob Dottery 
ROYCE: Bob Dottery, Duncan Wilson 
HOD VE R: HelleKoustrop 
WEST: Dave Ridgway, Diane Mangrum, Patrice Nelson, 
Heidi Shenefield, Sue Lipnick, Jackie Hughes, Richard 
Avo!, Shilo, Laurie Gratton, Rich McNinch, Gary Fang, 
Keith, Gary Pet/ow, Kathleen Uyematsu, Debbie Miller, 
Gary Lewis, Lee Nordling, Jim Bauman, BiJ,y Jang, Barbara 
McLaren, Boiana, and anybody else who worked on art, 
layout and photography that we somebow forgo t. 
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EDITORIAL BOARD 
THOMAS ENG 
Editor 
KATHY BEILBY 
Photography 
BOB MYERS 
Layout 
GINNY HAYNES 
Business 
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